The object of these publications is to make the contents of the Public Record Office more easily available. In conjunction with the Calendars, they will, in course of time, form a catalogue of the National Archives, as explained in the Fifty-first Report of the Deputy Keeper of the Records (page 10).

No. I. Index of Ancient Petitions of the Chancery and the Exchequer. 1892. Price 9s. 6d.

No. II. List and Index of Declared Accounts from the Pipe Office and the Audit Office. 1893. Price 15s.

No. III. List of volumes of State Papers (Great Britain and Ireland). Part I. A.D. 1547-1700. 1894. Price 6s. 6d.

No. IV. List of Plea Rolls. 1894. Price 7s.


No. VI. List and Index of Court Rolls preserved in the Public Record Office. Part I. 1896. Price 15s.


No. VIII. List and Index of Ministers' Accounts. Appendix, Corrigenda and Index to Part I. 1897. Price 3s.

No. IX. List of Sheriffs from the earliest times to A.D. 1831. 1898. Price 9s.

No. X. List of proceedings with regard to Charitable Uses. 1899. Price 5s.

No. XI. List of Foreign Accounts enrolled on the Great Rolls of the Exchequer. 1900. Price 10s.


No. XIV. List of records of the Duchy of Lancaster. 1901. Price 5s.

No. XV. List of Ancient Correspondence of the Chancery and Exchequer. 1902. Price 12s.

No. XVI. List of Early Chancery Proceedings. Vol. II.

No. XVII. List of Inquisitions Ad Quod Damnum. Part I.

In the Press.

No. XVIII.—List of Admiralty Records.

List of Early Chancery Proceedings. Vol. III.

In Progress.

List of Ancient Accounts.

List of Surveys, Rentals, &c.